DAU - New Local Sorority;
Others To Remain National

D ean Barbara M. Solomon

Radoliffe Dean Wil l Spea k on
Today 's American Women
"The Changing Status of "Women
in American Society '?¦ • • .will 'be yhe
subject of lecturers iBapbara. Miller Solomon and Betty Friedan, as
they come to Colby §b 8 :00 in Given Auditorium ' on Thursdayj October 22 and Thursday, October 29,
respectively. This subject i's a timely one in view . of . the current debate
as to whether or not a woman should
combine a career ypith marriage and
raising a family.
Dean Barbara M. Solomon is director of Radcliffe 's Women's Archives which houses the most significant collection of the history of
the American women. She presents
a superb example of the modern
woman -who has successfully combined marriage with advanced education and a stimulating career.
Mrs. Solomon is the mother of three
children , was a history professor at
Wheelock College and has been director of the Archives since .1959
as well as of the Radcliffe Seminar.
A Phi Beta Kappa from Rad-

cliffe in 1940 with a Ph.D. in 1953,
Mrs. Solomon has lectured on the
history of women for organizations
across tjie country and is the authors
of two books and numerous publir
cations. She was awarded a certir
of
fipa^e
recognition 'for her book
Ancestors and immigrants by /the
National "Coniference" ¦df. Ch-isti-tns
and Je\vs. in 1957. She is presently
editing Timothy Dwight' s Travels
in New England arid New York for
the John Harvard Library Series.
Mrs. Solomon thinks it is a dim*take to spread the notion that women need outside job s to be fulfilled , yet 'she feels that women need
a change of pace away from the
kitchen sink to retain a .sense of
connection with a larger community
through some work or service outside , the home. Through this a woman achieves the satisfaction of
being useful and needed in an expanding circle of human relationships.

The new Deltas will be functioning on campu s much as th ey h ave in
the past, but they will no longer be
subject to control from an outside
organization and will no longer support a national sorority with dues
and reports. Perhaps the most important change will be the abolition
c>_ the recommendation system, a
main controlling device of any national organization. Th e new local
sorority will rush whomever it wishes on campus and will require nothing other than the approval of its
members in order to bid rushees.
Before there can be final establishment as an organized group, the
D.A.U. constitution must be- approved by Student Government and.
by the administration, (but this is
expected to be merely a formality.)
The move to establish a local sorority has received verbal approval
from both administration members
and from Delta Delta Delta alumnae who have indicated continued
support pf the new group. The sorority will then, give its full attention
to its regular business and activities and will continue its) participation in this year's rush season.
The national charters of the three
other Colby sororities —Alpha Delta pi , phi Omepa, and Sigma Kappa
— seem secure for thle' tiine being.
At a meeting of the national PanHellenic Council held in ' Chicago
last week-end the national presidents o'f three sororities' met -fa discuss ' the criteria set up by Colby
and to formulate a policy," It was
decided that all three will continue
to support their Colby chapters
pending new developments.
Despite rumours to the contrary,
all three local chapters plan to retain their national affiliations. Alpha Delta Pi some weeks ago considered the possibility pf dropping
their national affiliation and , in
fact , voted by a majority to go local.
When the results of the vote were

PARENTS W E E K E N D
SCHEDULE
F R I D I A Y , OCTOBER 16
7 :30-8 :00 p.m. BIXLER OPEN
HOUSE
"A Museum Looks to the Future " — exhibition of painting
and sculp ture.
8 :00 p.m. GANNETT LECTURE
AT GIVEN AUDITORIUM
Lecturer Mr. David McCord ,
poet , essayist
SATU RDAY , OCTOBER 17
8 :00-10:30 a.m. PARENT REGISTRATION AT DESK , M I L L E R
LIBRARY — Parents may visit classes or talk to Deans in
'
Eustis
11:00 a.m. LUNCHEON AT WADSWORTH FIELD HOUSE
President Strider, speaker
1:30 p.m. VARSITY FOOTBALL
AT SEAVERNS FIELD
Colby vs. Trinity
Post-game PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION AT RUNNALS UNION.
8 :30 p .m. PROGRAM OF DANCE
AMD MUSIC AT RUNNALS
UNION—Colb y undergraduates
perform
SUNDAY , OCTOBER 18
10:40-11.-00 a.m. SPECIAL MUSIC
AT LORIMER CHAPEL
Mozart Sonata for Flute in G
Majpr, Miss Barbara Schwartz,
flufe
11:00 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
,
AT LORIMER CHAPEL
Cliaplain^
deliver the sermon Music by the
Chapel Choir will include : "6
Quanta Qualia " by H. Willan ;
"Lo, a Voice to Heaven Sounding" by Bortniansky ; "The Paper Reeds by the Brooks " f rom
PEACEABLE
KINGTH E
DOM by Randall Thompson ;
'O, Praise the Lord , m y Soul"
by Ippoiitov-lvanov ; and "Halleluj a h-Amen" from JUDAS
MACCABAEUS" by G. F. Handel

reported to the national AD Pi,
however , the sorority was asked by
its, national president , who visited
the campus to talk with the sorority
and members of the administration,
to wait for the outcome of the Pan
Hellenic Conference before making
any final decision.
The majority of the members voted to comply With this request , but
nine girls inciuded ' Faifcli "Sam"
Wilder, president , of Colby. Pan- Hellenic , and Joan Copifehorne, presi-.
dent of the sorority, ;withdrew from.
A D Pi. The results of: the!confer-:,
ence were apparently satisfactory , to,
the remaining ¦ sorority ' i, members,:
and they have decided to ^i&inain.
within, the national organization under the leadership ' o'f the new president, Jill Long. ' ; ' • '
With her withdrawal"' from the
sorority, "Sam" ' Wilder also tendered her resignation as- Pan-Hell
president. The post' will be filled by
the ¦ former vioeVpresident, Sally
Leigh-ton , a member off Sigma K#pp*.
BIG BOWDOIN RALLY
NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT!
... The only football rally planned for
this fall will take place next Friday
night on the eve of the crucial Bowdoin game.A motorcade $j ll pick up
the Homecoming Queen candidates
and others who wish to participate
at the girl's dorms at 6:30. After
a tour around Waterville tlje motorcade will return at 6 :55 to the Tau
Delt parking lot for a bonfire. It
is hoped that President Strider will
give a short talk in addition to
coach John Simpson , captain Dave
Cutler, and Student Government,
President Bill Neil. The new system of having one gaint rally per
season is being tested. It is hoped
that much enthusiasm will be generated in the community as the
Mules prepare to dive info State
Series competition.

Senatorial Candida te 1
Deadlock at Stu-G on To Appear Here Next Week

Constitutional Reform
Despite a two and a half hour battle, Sfcu-G was uraable to reach a decision acceptable to a majority of the
council on the matter of constitutional reform. President Bill Neil expressed disappointment that no
workable plan had been found in
spite of numerou s proposals brought
before the counoil.
There aro two basic theories on
the subject_, of ponstihxtiorial reform :
oho -faction ¦ suggests that every student on campus should be allowed
an equal opportunity to become a
member, of the council via a method
of reprosontatipn according to population of men 's and womens' campuses. Council mpmberf)' would thereby represent only numbers i no specifi c on (vested) Styterpstfl -vypuld. "be
oonsidorod r
The othor faction ^pifld' ^|vo votes
only to org^i^UpTJa (qjopoty qpprpximkinjj jj ^,^oso'nlj ' r^rospniativo policy}',.»wfffljj | ijffi ,f« o^^ $$>
nopRle7jro^p}l|k,,|^tl,, W|pdgbr
bl^p ¦.epj -pigM .,|j .;p j }|pifp$)i maty¦
bors of tfipir r<mp.ept-yiB, organiza'
tions will be j^pj$;«$le to ff ly wp .. th p
aff«,irs^f , .fch pi;fltu4pnt iooiinoilr,
. 'AltWiigh. ,,.fchosl_ - two: philosophies

are obviously , worlds apart , it appeared for a time that a compromise
might be acceptable whereby 15
groups or organis-atiqns would be
represented as well as1 IS representatives at largo (one , for every 100
students in the I'espective student
bodies,) Members of the organizational representation faction felt
that the compromise would be unrealistic, allowing the ijeed 'less addition of 13 individuals who would
be vague as to. their responsibilities
and prone to radicalism. Thus the
proposal was defeated,1 However, it
did appear that . a compromise Involving a smaller number of membo
acceptable to
bers qfc I^rgo might
tbjp group so jjhafc students who are
not affiliated with a major campus
organisation might bp gjven the opr,
portpnity to become a mombor pf
tjip ppunoil.
Th p present constitutional sysfcom
\yas..^eonj pji unj icpoptahle booaiiso
fr
pf ..% ¦ . p!fljsp |pp 7of |j f^: om ' ;t%
(j ohsijfcufciPn and tlio rdoent birbh of
two organisiations : MSAthe
and Radio
Gpj by, Ip d^opfjjp ^ of
foasi-bijtyvoif aljptmg votes on tho,/ 0ouno)j
to thoflo v groups , itj wa8tdeoldod ,jbha<j
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as Governor of Maine. As Governor,
he created several agencies designed
to bring now industries to tho
State. He increased State Support
tp schools and implemented programs tp assist the aged and infirm..
Senator Muskie is marrie4 to tho
former Jane Gray of Waterville.'
Tjie couple has six children ,

Democratic Senator ' Edmund 'S.
Muskie will bo appearing on the
Colby campus Tuesday, October 20,
when he will bo lecturing in Given
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Incumbent
Muskie is bidding for re-election to
the Senate against Republican hopeful Clifford Mclntire in the November election .
Senator Muskie is a member of
; theyCpminittoo on Government Qp;. r$ forsy the Banking and P^paripo
Committee and the'. 1 Publiq Wof ks
Oom'm jittoe'. . He serves as a ojiairman of tho Subcommittees on Iflter-

total constitutional reform was
called for since tho present system
lacks any coherent theory behind
it. Most organizations are given one
yote ; IFO is allowed two . Independent men havp -ppp .yptc j eaoji women 's dorm has a vote. Men ' outnumber womb n ( . op pa nipus 8 , to $ j
women'oufcnujrtjbor jrnen on the coutir
oil ( roproBoqthjg jaon-oood groups)
' ".
,
4-8. ' ,
. . 7
It is iliopad that another, i compf^
miso .may lip suggested at next)
wpelc',8 m ep'tingi^io^i ^vilV^
copied. ;j 'An yjj studjdnt 7 -ritorp$toij :; iin '
voicing an opinion should cither
speak to any present council member thoy know ptf plfljj t<j., 0;ttcj$
Monday 's mpotingi-yyii; . ' •> '.. %yy

¦

.
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Edmund S. Muskie
governmental Relations, and Air and
\Vat,or Ppl lp_tiQ-| of well (iff seryip^
on yarjou q othpr Sohato Subcommittees.
L.?Sigjatjvj)Iy, 8on*i£(fl ftftiskfo Jiifij
sponflorod tho accelerated Public
Works and Area Redevelopment
al
re for tho
Acts, ^edio Of
Aged
|o; adanf j ;jt) ?e Civil RigJitEj ..Hi]},ftxdHo
yoojijj iip inoreftsp^j i^doyal.;
<?duoatjpn , t))©' '. fyt&or Po)inition Control Bill., Ho supported' the tax ro' ¦, ' ' . '
duptlpn7-jj Hl ,' " ' .
'h TBciforo Jii-} ,.ploo|;jpn J;p tho ! Sona^o
in 1958, WCuslcio served two 'tonne

'
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T|he dates for tho Graduate Record Examinations, required by many
graduate schools and fellowship pijci- i
gratis this year , aro November 21,
January 10, Maroh 0, April 24, and
July 10. The exam will bo administered at Colby on the N ovember,
January and April dates. As registration for tho exam closes fifteen
days prior to Its administration , soIn
nlora whQ p|»n ty tyke tho oxam
up
Noupjmljpr aro urgodl ^o pick
their
registration form In the office of tho
Dean of tho Faculty as soon ao possible. Those students Intorostotl In
taking tho Law School Admissions
Tost are urged to procure tho proper
fortes In Professor 's Blraehnoldorto
offloo , Thoso planning to toko the i
Ofjrnlfislon tost for graduate stud^
In business should also pick up tt^o
Infcrmatlon In¦ ¦Doon Johnson 's of¦ - ,:,, . ,.. :
• .
fice, ,v< ' ¦

LBJ Favored in F oils
At Rice and Bowdoin
College campuses all over the
country have this fall been tlie
scene of mock elections and polls of
student and faculty opinion concerning the national political campaign.
This widespread interest in" what
students predict to be the outcome
of the presidential election 'has
prompted the Colby Student Government to schedule its own mock election on October 29th.
The results of two such polls conducted by other colleges, Bowdoin ,
our Maine neighbor, and Rice University, located in the depths of
Texas, prove interesting because of
the similar trend which they seem
to suggest may be developing.
Tie Rice survey was taken by the '
Thresher, the student newspaper,
and included both students and faculty. The faculty indicated overwhelming support o'f Johnson while
the student vote was more evenly
divided.
LBJ
89%
56%
49%
48%
56%
63$

Faculty
Student , body
Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior
. .
Senior
.

Goldwater
11%
44%
51%
52%
44%
37% ,

This general trend toward increasing support of Johnson as the
age of those being polled increased
is reflected to an extent in the Bcw-

STOMSOT ®©VeIII»IEM T
RSPO&7S

doin survey which was conducted by
October 12, 1964
the non-political Bowdoin Student , A regular meeting of the Council
Opinion Bureau .
was called to order at 7 p.m. byPresident
Bill Neil. The secretary's
LBJ Goldwater Not Sure
minutes
were
read and approved.
Freshmen
68%
20%
5%
The
treasurer
reported a deficit
Sophomore
61% 26%
13%
cash
balance
of
$667.73 and a defJu nior
80%
14%
6%
icit
sinking
fund
balance o'f $110.26.
Senior
75%
20%
5%
The Junior Class , Foss Hall , "WoodThe support of the Democratic man Hall, Mary Low , Stu dent
ticket is a change for both campus- League, Men 's Judiciary, and Panes fro m the presidential elections of Hellenic were not represented.
previous years. In 1960 Rice students favored Richard Nixon over COMMITTEE REPORTS :
1. Academic Life - Hod Gould,
J'FK 70% to 30% and in 1956 the
Chairman
campus gave its support to Ike
a) Rooms above the Spa are now
over Stevenson 79% to 21%. While
open
until midnight for students
the figures for previous Bowdoin.
wishing
to discuss academic materpresidential polls were not available,
ial.
Tf
the
demand is such additionthe campus poll revealed that the
al
rooms
wll
be opened .
present student body is 41% Reb)
Investigation
is being made
publican , 35% Democratic and 24%
inta
the
possibility
of
changing the
Independent. Breaking down the
academic
curriculum.
choices of these separate groups,
2. Soeal Committee - Randy Anthe Bureau came up with the 'foltik
, Chai rm an
lowing statistics.
a) It was reported that the costs
Goldwater Johnson Not Sure for the Jazz Festival , Concert toRepublicans
46% 43% 11% taled $2500 and that the ticket sales
Democrats
99%
1% totaled .$1,091.10 ! with an audience
Independents
14% 80%
6% of 724 people. It was suggested that
a complete report be made on the
The significant cross-over of Reconcert as to its selection , adverpublicans to Johnson is what has tisement , an-d attendance for future
been termed the "frontlash" and reference.
makes the statistics on Bowdoi n's
ANNOUNCEMENTS : ;.
campus favor Johnson 72% to 22%
1. Petitions for - freshman interest
for Goldwater with 6% as yet un- ed in running for thie freshmen In
sure. • .: ¦¦ ¦ ¦
terim Committee are available u

the Deans' offices.
2. Students interested in contributing to the Recordings for Blind
Students or the Books for Asia
Fund are asked to contact President
Bill Neil.
3.
Republican • . Representative
Clifford Mclntire will speak oh October 22 in Smith Lounge at 3:30
p.m.
4. A guitar concert by a classical
guitarist was announced for Sunday,
November 8, at 8:30 p.m .
OLD BUSINESS : .
1. The corrected balance of Cap
and' Gown was reported as a deficit
balance of $12.96.
2. Jan Wood's motion that the
Constitutional Committee report be
discussed as if in the Committee of
the Whole was unanimously passed.
The discussion o'f that Committee
was reverted to the chairman of the
Constitutional Committee. After the
dissolution of the Committee a vote
was taken and defeated 6-8 on the
following proposal with the amendment that I.F.A. also be given a
vote :
There shall be created a Student
Wdmen's Student League, Men's
Council with one representative for
Student Association, Men's Judiciary, Women 's Judiciary, I.F.C. ,
Pan-Hellenic, Independent Men , Independent Women, ECHO, Radio
Colby, Class Presidents, plus, one

representative ' for every 100 students in the respective student
bodies.
3. A motion that the question of
representation be tabled until next
week was passed 7-6 with one abs
sfcension.
• 4. Dave Parrish's motion to
amend the Constitution to include
I.F.A. as a voting member of the
Council was passed 1-13.
5. Students interested in the question of Stu-G representation were
asked to attend next week's meeting.
6. With the correction in the
Band's 1963-64 budget , Dave Fearon's motion to unfreeze .the Band' s
funds was unanimously passed .
7. Further explanation as to the
overdrawal of the orchestra funds
was requested.
8. Allocation for the Glee Club
concert tour will be made in Deceml»er.
9. Concerning electrical appliance
rates :
a) No charge for private irons for
girls will be made ;. however, boys
will be charged.
b) The electrical charge to the
school is $.02 per kwh. The -total
electrical hill for the school is about
$50,000.
c) The motion: was passed 13-1
that Stu-G recommend to students
to pay no appliance fees until the
administration publishes a written
explanation for its electrical rates.
NEW BUSINESS :
1. The motion tp appropriate $25
as a deposit for delegates attending the 38th National Model Gen(Confcinued on Page Seven)
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BER RY ' S STATIONER ' S
A COMPLETE Stationery
Store
74 MAIN STREET
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TH E YAR DG00DS SHOP
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The same su perlative 100% imported lamb's wool you 've enjoy ed
before—with the added ease and fit only full fashionin g can impart .
Your choice of luxurio us colors. '
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112 Freshmen Pledge;
ATO &.DU Take Most

The following freshmen hare
pledged fraternities on campus a»
of Oct. 9.
Alpha Delta Phi — John DeSimone, Frank Dunton, Kelman Sindfslfy, Richard Stiehel, Michael Storer,
Theodore Swartz.
Alpha Tau Omega — Edward Allison, Clinton Baer, John Daley,
Edgar Davis, Thomas Demong, Andrew Dunn , Harry Dustin, Kent
Francis , Peter Frizzell, Reed Harman , Peter Hobart, Russell Johnson, Davi'd Keene, Dale Kuhnert,
David Lanman, Jeffrey McCabe,
David Manning, James Ruh, Robert
Waldinger , Steven Zweibaum.'
. Delta Kappa Epsilon — Drummond Chapman, Richard DeVincentis, Theodore Fucillo, Richard Moss,
Michael Self , Spencer Sullivan.
Delta Upsilon — Chris Armstrong,

Phi Delta Theta — Kenneth
Brookes, Stephen Magocsi, Bradford Merrit, Richard Moriarty,
George Whittier.
Pi Lambda Phi — Stewart Armstrong, Robert Barrett, Peter Geittman,. Robert Grossman , William
Hunter, Elliot Jaspin ,' Richard
Kain , Robert Kulp, David Roberts.
Tau Delta Phi — Robert Bonner,
Kenneth Borchers, Frank Cormia,
M. Allan Crosby, Bernard Finkle,
Carl Glickrnan , William Goldfarb,
Kenneth Lane, James Sandler , Jan
Volk , Craig Weederi.
Zeta Psi — James , Armisakis,
Gregg Crawford , Dana Neikes , Peter Jost, Bruce Kidman, Robert
Koons , Jeffrey Lathrop, Richard
Samson, Paul Scoville, Jonathan
Smith , Robert True , Kenneth
Young.

..R ADIO ' COLBY

Wade Asaff , John Birkinbine, Michael Brown, John Caplice, Anthony
Carnevale, Kenneth. Davis, Michael
MeGuire, Richard Mansfield, Je'ffrey
Murphy, Gregory Nelson, Gerald
Ogus, Alexander Palmer, Donald
Ramsey, .Richard Sabbag, Robert
Solar, Stevenson Ward , Gary Weaver.
'
Kappa Delto Rho — Harvey Collins , Ira Cooke, Donald Daien , Robert Daviau , William Decas, Joseph
D^Elia, Dennis Hersh , William
Kueffner, Jay Sandak, Guy Savino,
Jerry Senger , James Steen, Lee
Weiser , John. Worster.
Lambda Chi Alpha — George
SENIOR LIFES AVING
Brennan, John Bubar , Gary Elliot,
A
Senior
Lifesaving Course for
Alan ^ Gray, Joseph Jambriska , John
Women
will
be
offered on Tuesda ys,
Kechejian , Clarke Keenan , Stephen
starting
October
7, from 7 :00-8 :00
King, Kenneth Mukai , Peter Powp.m
Boy 's Club ;
.
at
the
Waterville
ell, R. William Seller.

Learnin g about a Euro pean buffet.

25,000 EUROPEAN
JOBS )

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
—25,000 jobs in E u r op e are
available to students desiring to
spend a summer abroad but could
not otherwise afford it. Monthly
wages range to $300 and jobs include resort, office , child care, factory, farm and shipboard •work; "
$250 travel grants will be given
to the first 5000 applicants. Job
and travel grant applications and
lull details are available in a 36page illustrated booklet which
students may obtain by sending
$2 (for the booklet and airmail
postage) to Dept. O, American
Student Information Service, 22
Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Luxem- :
boure;.
¦
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T 0 NY 'S

Sunda y , October 18

6:00-7:00 THE HOUROR SHOW
with Jim Katz and Art Beveridge
7:00-8 :00 MAINSTREAM with
Mike Metcalf , your friendly neighboorhoo'd extremist
8 :00-9 :00 COLBY COMMENTARY with Stu Ra_-off ,
9 :00-10 :00 MAINSTREAM with
Mike Metcalf
10:00-11 :45 Polk. Music -with Pete
Gr&bowsky
Monday, October 19
6 :00-7 :00 SPORTS with Marshall
Pinn
7.-00-9 .-00 Jazz with Bill Ingham
9 -.00-11 :45 THE BARBOUR SHOP
with Wes Barbour
Tuesday, October 20.
9 :45 S-pecial „. :
6 :00-7:00 POPULAR MUSIC
- 7:00-10:00 CLASSICAL - SHOWCASE witH Jim Katz .
10 :00-ll :2o. ANYTHING GOESwith George and Stan
Wednesday. October 21
6:00-7 :00
THE
BEST
OP
BROADWAY with Alan McWhirter
7:00-7 :30 CAMPUS COMMENT
with Bill Neil , Stu-G Pres.
7 :30-10 :00 POLK MUSIC with
Russ Monbleau
10:00-12:00 THE BARBOUR
SHOP

- '

Vou
^^
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Frida y, October 23
6 :00-8 :00 THE COMEDY SHOW

BROU/N

with Bob Birnbaum

THE NEW
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PSAN UTS®
Charles M. Scfiulz ,
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Coordinate Lines by

Hol t, Rinehart and Winst on, Inc.
¦!¦

Bixler Acquires
Smibert Portrait

88 Pleasant St.
Waterville
Telephone TR 3-3434
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Special Programming

i

*S B 0> vom" college
T» bookstore
! ¦

Saturda y, October 24 .

, y.

CARTOO N BOOK!

I bVIMI.T
y
nMI V

8 :00-10 :00 THE HOT-DOG
8 :00-10:00
THE
HOT-DOG
SHOW with Rick Rawson and
Jeanne Skelton
10 :00-11 :45 CLASSICAL MUSIC
with Randy Holden

A n eighteenth century American
portrait by John Smibert hah been
acquired by the art museum. A gift
from Mr. and Mrsi Ellerton MJette df Waterville and Sebec made
possible this purchase. '
Mrs. Thomas Hancock, daughter
of a not ed and prosperous bookseller , is Smibert's subject. He completed the painting shortly after her
marriage in 1730 to Hancock, an
apprentice in her father's shop.'
Smibert was the most N important
painter in America in this period.
According to Professor James M.
Carpenter, "the painting of Mrs.
Hancock is characteristic of the artist's refined style of painting and
Thursda y, October 22
sure touch. " In the collection it
6 :00-7 :00 SPECIAL INTER- joins two other portraits , also gifts
VIEW
of Mr. and Mrs. Jette.
7 :00-10 :00 JAZZ with George
Burkes
Harold B. Berdeen
10:00-llJ:45 THE NASTY HOUR
"We Give You Service "
with a coiiple of nasties - Shiek and
Job , Novelty & Social Printin g
Bones

also there will be 2 pr actice sessions
on October 13 and 20. The membership fee for the . pool Is $3 a year.
m
oes the \ This course is a prere quisite f or the
/ ^~ ^*s sf 9
Water Safety Instructor ' s Course ,
[ *v \ \ greatest
] which will be offere d in January.
•O* / Hamlet of / Transportation to the Club is not
C
.A. "" j/ V°Ur dCJI / y/ p rovided. If there are any questions ,
Mrs. Elmwood Libby, the instructor ,
can be reached at her home or at
the pool on Tuesda y and Thursda y
afternoons and Tuesda y nights.
1
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Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
AL CO REY
Pizzas and Dynamites
; "Tiny Tony " Cheese Pizza 3flc
MUSIC CENTER
Meat Ball Sandwiches
..
..
09 MAIN STREET
Beer to take . Out
Free Delivery on $4.00 order
Ever ything In Music
and over
TR 1-0731
TRinity 2-5622
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Editorials:
0J.SJ Ss 1st Alone
The f ormation of a local organization such as Delta Al pha Upsilon
from a previously national group, Delta Delta Delta , is not unique
to the Colby campus. At Middlebury College, in Vermont,, the Epsilon Mu Chapter of the Al pha Tau Omega national fraternity recently became local Delta Tau Omega.
The Middlebury chapter decided to break its national affiliation
so that it could rush anyone it wanted without regard to racial or religious considerations. The president of this new organization stated
in the Middlebury paper, The Campus, that "the chapter's decision
might well cause other Eastern Chapters to re-examine their position
in regard to sections of the national's constitution." Thus, at Middlebury, Colby, and at other colleges all over the country, fraternities and
sororities are reevaluating their loyalties and responsibilities in terms
of the emerging realities of the mid-twentieth century world.

Some Things Never Change!
Editor's note :
The following familiar sentiments were expressed
in 1293 AD by Bishop Simon of Ghent, the Chancellor of Oxford ,
in an address to his "school", a group of young medieval scholars.
The word "student" has been substituted for the medieval "clerk"
in the exerpt, but otherwise the Chancellor's words are unchanged.
"Why are you forbidden to go into taverns, to play after curfew,
to go into the houses of layfolk? One will reply: 'lest by chance I am
imprisoned or some such ill befall me.' 'By no means,' says another,
'let us go and play; don't let us give it up for such reasons.' And sp
they draw many after them arid deceive them. I have heard this year
about some who have in this way persuaded others to play and led
them into thieving, have gone to the tavern , and then drawn them to
the brothel, have persuaded them to a trial of strength and have ended up with manslaughter. I have even f ourid this to be true, that some
have led their friends to the tavern,; and when they have got there,
others have tried to cut . their throats . . . . For who are there more
obstinate nowadays than students? Students fear neither the temporal
nor spiritual penalty - Remember, O student, your friends perhaps
have worked hard to maintain you in the schools, that you may profit
yourself and others. Now you are neither profiting yourself nor others,
nay you are only hurting them and wasting your parents' money in
evil uses. Those who used to have hope of your .promotion have now
given you up in despair.'"

Letters To Editor Book of the Year Focuses
On American Racial Crisis

Those of us who have spent the
summer, the "long, liot summer ",
in 7Nevv York can never be the "same.
Our eyes have been opened to the
urgency oE the race problem. No
longer is civil rights for a minority
group the main issue ; ¦what we are
faced with is the possibility of a collapse of the social structure in the
central areas of our most important
cities. The end result of the denial
of equal opportunities to Negroes
in the North may very well be the
alienation of the Negro from American society. In the next decade
the Negro will adcount - for approximately half the population in Chicago, thre-e-fifths in Washington,
and two fifths in New York and
Philadelphia. Can' America afford
the alienation of such a large portion of its urban population ?
What can Colby College do to ameliorate the situation ? The implementation of the Nunez , proposal
was a step in the right direction ;
the support given to NSM at Colby
this year will be a crucial test of
student commitment to equal opportunity. But beyond that , what
kind of commitment can we expect
from the Administration ? I would
expect only the best from my alma
mater — that is , a plan to: 1) actively recruit qualified Negro students by having admissions officers
visit schools with large or majori ty
percentages of Negro students ; 2)
accept Negro students with doubtful qualifications and plan summer
and fall remedial workshops to prepare these students for college work.
In Short , the college lias been
long on words and short on deeds.
It is time for Colby to either put
up or- shut-up j to either face up to
its responsibilities or forget its own
heritage.
. ' ' .

I , and many like-minded alumni,
use the criteria of significance in
determining where our financial and
personal support will be given. Until
Colby V policies £ begrn-^-tb"--^fe'nect'- '?f.n
awareness of the second half of .this
_^—^______ ____ ____________ —___________________________ —________ century , we will support institutions
whose policies do .
Richard Pious '64
ABOUT THE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

1. Thie Echo wishes to make clear that the reference in last
week's Campus Comment to a search of the dorms by B & G
men was purely hypothetical. The author intended merely to
point out that the wording of the electrical appliance regulations would allow for such a sfearch. It is confidentl y expected
that such an inspection of the dorms will remain purel y hypothetical.
2. The college has supplied the won_en's dormitories with new
steam irons to replace the charred lumps of ancient metal which
were formerly made available to the students. This addition is
much appreciated by the women.
'
3. The $10 electrical fee on irons has been eliminated on the
women's side of campus. It is still in effect upon the men's, however, and it is widely felt that men economical enough to do
their own ironing should hardly be fined for their industry ;
Therefore, the Student Government has recommended that the
student boycott (refusal to pay any of the electrical charges) be
continued until ' an explanation is offered for the continued
charge to the men and for the high rate scale.
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TO THE EDITOR
There seems to be a great many
complaints being registered about
the meal situation in Roberts Union.
I would like to register some profs
in the face of all the cons.

In spit e of th e f act that th e food
is prepared in large quantities and
as economically as possible , having
oaten in Roberts Union for four
weeks, I feel that the food is exceptionally good. I have seen worse
food in quite a few other cafeterias.
Only twice , sinc e Sept emb er 11,
hav e I f ound a di sh of so called
"mystery meat" un eatable. Concerning tho size of tho food portions , there havo boon very 'fow
tim es 'when I found them too small.
Even if tho portions are too small ,
a person may go, back for .seconds ,
th i rds , '. . Tho only complaint I
can register is that I would like eggs
every ' 'm orning. But this1 is reall y
nothing to complain about. R egardin g fr osh fruit bein g unkno w n , I
hav o soon app les out on- trays a
numb er o'f times, And why is tlie
fruit .th at .s. served loss appetizing
than frosh fruit P I $on 't find it so.
I do not soe that thoro in any lack
in nutrition in any of the rhoals.
Vegetables nro always sorvod . in
largo quantities and thoro is often
m oro than ono kind. I have novor
found thorn unappetizin g. Also,
what is wrong with, a.stiirflh. oriented
diet. I bolieyo tho Italian's havo
lived on suoh a diet for. a number
of years while suffering no ill effects. In oonojusion I will say that
I was surprised to soo suoh, excellent cafeteria •nioala , and that I find
nothing to complain about at the
Roberta Union ' dining hall.
Yours truly,

. . . Hol OMldg..

'

by Ellen Mitchell
"We cannot ask : What do we
really feel about him? What we
really feel about him is involved
with all that we feel about everything, about everyone, about ourselves." •
In Notes of a Native Son, Colby's
Book of the Year, James Baldwin
asks this question , and illustrates
what he means by it in the series
of essays that compose this book.
Underlying the essays and stories is
the reality of estrangement of man
from himself , and man from other
people.
Baldwin argues the need to reconsider the white man's stereotypes and assumptions of who the
Negro really is. This amounts to
facing oneself and assessing the
past honestly. The problem of the
past influence on the present involves everyone. In the conclusion
Baldwin states, "Yet, if the American Negro has arrived at bis
identity by virtue bf the absoluteness of Itfs estrangement from his
past, American white men still nourish the illusion that th ere is some
means of recovering the European
innocence , of returning to a state in
which black men do not exist."
How, then , do we re-'focus this
world which is constantly changing,
and which effects us so- deeply ?
The first three essays examine the
dominant stereotypes of the Negro
identity. Everyone used to be fond
of Uncle Tom , but what is he now ?
From the "field hands, the house
niggers , Chloe, Topsy, and Uncle
Tom , a jet-'black , woply-haired , illiterate ," arises Bigger Thomas, infused with bitterness, a black man
who knows no law , who has no nam e
but hunger. Richard Wright's Bigger Thomas is the antithesis of Uncle Tom . But just as his ancestor,
Bigger Thomas has "accepted a theology that denies , him life, that he
admits the possibility of his being
sub-human and feels constrained,
therefore , to battl e for his humanity
according to those brutal criteria
bequeathed him at his . birth. "
That the American image of the
Negro l ives also in the Negro's
heart, proclaims certain defeat for
Negro and white if both accept the
image. This is Baldwin 's message.
How else could these stereotypes be
ingrained in people 's minds, except
in mind s whi ch evade all genuin e
experience ? Baldwin says, "The privacy or obscurity df Negro life
makes that life, cap able, in our imagination , of produ cin g anything at
all ; . . ."
Baldwin presents , in the second
section , three more essays that ref ocu s throu gh his own experi enc e
the growi ng bittern ess withi n the
Nogro, and reveal somo df that "obscurity o'f Negro Life which few
white people know anything about. "
He concludes the section with a recI

I

' '

ollection of his father , broken in a
mental hospital. The experience
leads to Baldwin's realization that,
"one of the reasons people cling to
their hate so stubbornly is because
they sense, once hate is gone, th at
they will be forced to deal with
pairi." Perhaps , the significance of
Baldwin's retelling of his experience
lies in the honesty of his insight.
Rather than become a Bigger Thomas, hardened by hate, Baldwin is
able to emphasize with his father, to
see how his father's anguish could
become paranoid and turn him
against his family, finally consuming his life. Baldwin's own birthday,
paradoxically the day df his father's
death , and also the birthday of bis
mother's child , is, for him , a purgation of hate — now Baldwin can
fight. Baldwin's insight extends to
each person who -has ; to disabuse
himself of his own past , to accept
what has happened to him.

In the third section , comprised
of four essays, Baldwin leaves America for Europe. Even seen in this
n ew cont ext , the Negro has the
same obstacle. To the European he
is a stranger. In a little Swiss village, Baldwin comments, he -was
looked upon as a "living wonder ".
Beyond this exotic identity is the
Negro's search , the American's
search , for real identity in a foreign
land. "To accept the reality of his
being an American becomes a matter involving his integrity and his
greatest 'hopes, for only by accepting
this reality can he hope to make
articulate to himself and to others
the uniqueness of his experience and
to set free the spirit so long anonymous and caged. " This is what
Baldwin lives to do. "From the vantage point o'f Europe he discovers
his own country." He discovers , in
essence, his relationship =to his own
past , and what it means to be a
"Native- Son. " ,

WANTED: BUSINESS
MANAGER FOR WMHB
Opportunity
for sophomores or
upperclassmen to becom e involved
in Colby 's fastest growing student
organization.
Responsibility
includes :
—Sales (advertising) department
—Budget and financial control
—Publicity and public relations
—All business aspects of the station
Background in accounting preferred , {but not necessar y. Here 's
just tho chance for someone who
wants to " start at the top " and
gain va luable business experience.
If interested , send name and address to Radio Col by, Box 610, Roberts Unio n, or see Eliot Tenbor gh
at the Delta Upsilon house.

CWY T/IB-ET D/SCOi/r KfX) OF WE
-PMABt X TWEnmm CEMVW -

Louise Skilhn
' Louise Skillim, 'hailing from Cumberland Foreside, Maine, is representing Alpha Tau Omega this year.
Louise's activities include the Newman Club and the Modern Dance
Group. She was crowned Miss Falmouth (Me.) in August df tins year,
making her eligible for the Miss
Maine Pagent to be held in the
summer of 1965. Louise hopes to
major in French .
J udy

Anne Hyland. Anne is a member of
the Outin g Club, and the Folksong
Society, a combination that should
prove interesting on the top o'f a
mountain ! She has taught golf at
camp in Vermont for two summers
and is continuing her golf here at
Colby. She also collects tin foil
from gum wrappers exclusively and
would welcome any contributions
from you habitual gum chewers.

the singing lead in a number of
high school musical productions ;
Debbie is not sure at the m oment
whether she wants to major in history or sociology as she is interested
in both.

A difficult choice will he made on
Friday, October. 23, by a campuswide . ' vote conducted outside the
Spa by the IFC . This vote will determine which o'f the ten heaTitiful
candidates shall ' have the honor of
foeing crowned Colby's 1964 Homecoming Queen at the Homecoming
Dance on Friday evening. The candidates differ greatly in their interests and talents. We hope that
by giving you some information concerning each it Tvill be easier for
you to make your decision. .

Redmayne

Judy Redmayne, th& candidate
from Alpha Delta Phi, lives at the
Naval Base, Ghiantanamo Bay,
¦Cuba. She enjoys swimming and has
won numerous tr ophies and ribbon s
as a reward for her efforts. ¦She is
a freshman cheerleading substitute
and golf enthusiast. Her major is
as yet undecided , but Spanish looks
like a good ' _ et.
HOMECOMING LIBRARY
HOURS
Friday. Library closes at 5 p.m. *
Reserve Books may be taken out at
3 p.m. and are due Sunday at 3 p.m .
Saturda y . Reference Room open
8 :30 a.m. to 12 noon. Remaind er of
Library closed. *
.
Sunday. Regular hours .
*Note. Memorial
Reading
Room
and North Win g Study Carrels will
be on regul ar hours throughout the
weekend.
.
'

Debbie Creasman
Debbie Creaseman , residing in 'LaGrange Park , Illinois, is Delta Kappa Epsilon ' s candidate. Debbie is a
member of the Colby College Glee
Club , and has had a fairly extensive
singing background. She has sung
several tim es in concerts and took

Vocalist Oscar Brown
To Mix Jazz & Blues
Os car Brown , Jr., a versatile perform er whose singin g style combin es

f olk and jazz with Aythm and
blues ,, will be the featured entertain-'
ment at the Homecoming ' concert
at the Op era House 'on Friday, October 23. He "will be accompanied by
a trio o'f bass , drums and piano.
Brown made his first concert appearance in New York at the Village Vanguard. Once he discovered
the performing artist within himself he m oved rapidly to b ecom e the
outstanding lyricist he is today. Ho
won this praise from John S. Wilson , New York Times critic : "Mr.
Brown is p. fr os'h, unassuming young
man who projects his song with
soaring vigor, He is essentially an
actor , for he oreatos "a role for each
of his songa. And it is a varied as-

sortment o'f roles that he throws

himself into — a street peddler , a
rookorushor on a chain gang, a
busybody, a slave auctioneer — All
the songs are his own creations and
he could soa-ooly ask 'for a better
*
interpreter ' than himflolf. "
Oscar explains his oonga : "My
lyrics are verses about feelings I've
:folt and scones I've dug. The melodies I made 'from tunes, rhythms,
rihants, calls and cries that have.always sung to mo , I've tried 'to mako
messages that s'wing —- arid entertainment . that is meaningful."
An awed Diivo Garraway reported
that (Brown elicited tho greatest audience ' response that the Today
Show ovor received. Garroway said
of him , "He communicates hot .or,

Sue Grigg
Lambda Chi Alpha lis being represented by ' Sue Gri gg of Br aintree, Mass. Sue is planning on becoming ai art major and shows 'ler
talent in her painting. She is curSue Callahan
rently a member of the Powder and
Wig Society and the Student ChrisDelta Upsilon has chosen Sue
tian Association..
Callahan of Lynn, Mass. to be their
candidate. Sue''s special interests
include skiing and swimming. She
Andy Marshall
is also a member of the .Newman
Andrea Marshall , representing
Club and is "fascinated" by sociology as a possible major.
Tau Delta Phi, makes her home in
Nashua , New Hampshire. She also
is a skiing enthusiast and a member of the Colby Outing Club. One
of Andy 's main interests is the
piano ; she is also very interested
in government, her prospective major.

Cath y McManus
Cathy McManus, a resident of
Winthrop, Maine is Phi Delta Theta's Queen hopeful . Cathy promises
to be an active member of the Colby 'community and is presently a
Debbie Nutter
member o'f the Woodman Dorm
Kappa Delto Rho has nominated.
Council. She enjoys all active sports,
Debbie Nutter from East Bridgeespecially skiing. Cathy is a tentawater, Mass. A potential govern- tive English major ,
ment major , Debbie is a member of
the Student Religious Liberals and
the Outing Club . At freshman footCarol yn Welsch
ball games one can see Debbie helping to cheer on the Baby Mules.
She is a sports enthusiast and
Carolyn Welch of Burlington ,
spends her summers waterskiing
Vermont , was the girl with the giand sailing off Cape Cod.
gantic Queen of Hearts playing card
on her back , presented to her by
HOMECOMING SCHEDULE
the hopeful Zeta Psi men. She enFRIDAY , OCTOBER 23
joys dancing and is a member of
2 :00 Freshman football vs. Bow the Modern Dance Group and the
doin
Newman Club. She is interested in
6 :0O Honorary dinner for Dr.
English literature as a major and
Libby
is also on the staff of the Oracle.
8 :00 Oscar Brown , Jr. , Concert
10:0O Alumni Dance — Crownin g
of the Homecomin g Queen
DON FORGET TO VOTE
8 :45 Alumni Social Hour
Anne Hyland
FOR QUEENS OUTSIDE
10:00 Annual Colby " C" Club
T H E SPAI
moo ting
Pi Lambda Phi has a native of
SATURDAY , OCTOBER 24
Tama , Iowa as their candidate —
8 :30 Alumni Council - Meeting
10:00 'Varsity Soccer vs. Bowdoin
12:00-1 :30 Family Pionlo
1:30 V arsity football vs. Bowdoi n
4 :30 Opon House at all fraternities
8 :00-1 :30 Fraternity Parties
SUNDAY , OCTOBER 25
10:00-12:008 romo Brunch
11:00 Morning Worship services at
?.A aenvioB mark or thb norbb divsjon or the bow q warnbh coh powatiom
Lorimer Chanel

LA UNDRY AND CLEANING
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Oscar Brown, J r.

HOMECOMING PRICES
Sta g
Cou ple

I
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH
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I tihirik, than any, other living performer.!' Oscar Brown has .appeared Concert
$2.co
$ 6.00
on othor TV ' shows including tho Danco
2.50
, -—
Jack Pnar Show, the Ed Sullivan .Football Game
i.so g
AT YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
—
Show , the Stovo Alton Show an'd
' for off-oampus date
CLEANING VILLAGE
PM East. He has .released three Bromo Brunoh
.80
1.00 |
albums with Columbia records and
£j Elm Plaza Shopping Center
Waterville
has liad nightclub and cdnoert apTOTAL
$10.00
pearances at Now York's Bluo An- Prioo of bid—admission
gel , tho Village Goto, Carnegie Hall
to all of. tho above
$ o.oo
and Town Hall ; San Franoisoo'-s
Hungry r j the Crosoondo In Los .. ...SAVING
5 4.00
iAngeles ; Chicago's Goto of Horn ; mm ^mmmmm ^mmmmmnmmmm -mmimmmmm ^mm *
and tho Newport Jaza Festival,
among others , Ho has alsowriiJbon
BIDS ON SALE MONDAY /
and is producing a musical shciv
IN THE SPAM
called "Kicks and Go. "
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Have a regular $2.00 - 8 p ound load of drycleaning done for $1.50 with this coupon.
Typical Load : 10 sweaters or 4 men's suits or
3 ladies' suits¦ or 3 topcoats or 8 trousers or
¦• . ' ,
9 presses.
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New Foreign Students
Have Varied Interests

The number of foreign students at
Colby increases each year. As a
group they enrich campus life and
give us an opportunity to learn
ahout other parts of the world ; the
ECHO takes this opportunity to introduce a few of tie (foreign students from the men's side of campus.

Noyan Arson

Noyan , a stud ent f rom Istanbul,
Turkey, is living now at th e Phi
Delta house. A business administration major , Noyan had the opportunit y to study in the Unit ed Stat es
on scholarship. He hafe encountered
few real problems in adjusting to
lif e at Colby, although he finds the
food here somewhat different than
that he was used to. He has also
been forced to give up soccer in order to keep up "with his studies .
Despite the fact that he h^s had
little opportunity to see much, of
this country, he likes' what he has
seen. He Says he wouldn 't like to
live here , but its a nice place to
visit. Coming from a large city,
he finds the small town life o'f Waterville strange, but there is nothing about it,, he particularly dislikes.
He was surprised by the attitude
o'f Colby students toward him as a
fo reigner . He says he didn 't expect
everyone to be so eager and friendly to help him.
After comp leting his year at Colby and his college education , Noyan
plans to attend graduate school and
get his master's in. business administration , and possibly his Ph.D.

Bernard Boukar

From the Chad Republic swings
in Bernard Boukar. Bernard is a
very interesting character looking
not unlike a Jazz musician with
his beard and "shades. " Bernard
plays soccer on the varsity team.
He, too, is interested in music, playing the guitar and taking one of
Colby 's music courses.
An English major , Bernard p lans
to eventually return to Chad and
become a teacher. Again there is a
problem with language. Bernard
studied English for eight years at
the Fren ch University in Brazavil,
but still has a little trouble with
both reading and oral comprehension. The different systems of intonation make it particularl y difficult to distinguish interrogative
from exclamatory statements . Although he claims difficulty with
language, one does not have trouble
understanding or making himself
understood when talking with 'Bernard.
Bernard likes Colby students and
is anxious to do new things and
meet new people.
Nobutaka Ghigira
Nobutaka comes to us from Tokyo , Japan; His father is one o'f the
Island' s big business men , controlling interes ts in such things as timber and tourist industries.
Nobu 's interests span both the
sports and' -ii nsio 'fields.- Although ho
is an accomplished ski racor ,
thi s year ho must bo limited to
pleasure skiing berj nuso o'f a rooont
log injui-y. Nobu has played Hawaiian ukulele for over five years.
Ho particularly digs tho Latin ben/t
characterized by bongo drums.
Startin g with only a list of American schools , Nobu gradually limited all but Colby and ono other. He
finall y ohoso Colby . because of its
location , structure and academic excellence.
Nobu claims to bo having little
difficulty adjustin g to American culture';• A big problem is, of course,
th o lan gua ge difference , Nobu came
to tho United States with also no
trainin g in English, He wont almost
immediately to Georgetown University in Washington , D.O. thi s summer , where ho ' hnd a two month
crash course in tlie English language. As a result , Nobu can toko

all his courses in English with only
some difficulty in reading and lecture courses.
Nobu's happy with both the academic and social spheres of Colby,
and feels only the food can be improved.

Issu Kanshev

Issu Ganshev, from Jordan , is a
freshman this year. Thus far he
likes it although it is very different
from his "own country in ' customs,
education and climate. He especially
finds the teachers different here
f rom in his own country. Our teachers are very hard to follow, he
claims.
Issu did not apply directly to Colby, but rather applied to. th e United
Stat es Cultural Cent er in Jord an
which sent him here. He plans to
major in chemistry ancl after gradu ati on h e will return to Jordan and
work for the government. Besides
his studies, Issu also is a member
of the freshman soccer team .

Ken Mukai

It is hard to consider Ken Mukai
as a foreign student. Ken , who is a
Canadian citizen , went to a public
high school in Toronto. It was
through a physical education program in this school that Ken originally heard of Colby College. Attending Colby on a grant especially
designated for Canadian students ,
Ken is living for the first semester
at the home of Mr . Charles Holt.
As for extra-curricular activities ,
Ken enjoys playing the guitar and
singing folk songs. He is a member
of the Colby -Folk Music Society and
also hopes to participate in hockey.
He plans to major in psychology and
if all goes well to continue his education on the post graduate level.
The reasons that Ken chose
Colby College and not at a Canadian
University were simple ancb direct.
Firstly he wanted a small liberal
arts college. Secondly, he wanted a
school with a good academic reputation. Ancl thirdly, he wanted a
school with a hockey team . Since
Colby offered all of these , plus a
friendly atmosphere , Ken chose to
study here.
As one o'f the few hockey players
around , of J apanese ancestry, Ken
Mukai would have to be regarded
as unique. It is here , though , that
the uni queness ends ; for Ken Mukai regards himself and is regarded
by others not as a 'foreigner, but a s
an ordinary American college student.

dition of hockey playing excellence.
Mike played several years as a left
wing for the junior A's of Montreal.
He claims no patience as for as
waiting for the Colby hockey season.
Along with the opportunity to
play hockey, Mike 's reasons for coming to Colby are as follows : 1. nice
campus life,. 2. emphasis on- liberal
arts , 3. relative likeness o'f Colby
to his home town. He also felt that
Colby 's small size offered him more
than the largeness of the .Canadian
University. He claims that "here, a
guy is less likely to be considered a
number."
Mike mentioned difficulty in understanding the way people talk in
the United States . He is also
amazed by the high cost of living
here. "One more thing," he said,
"My h om e t own doesn 't have an
Onie'_ . "
A prospective math major , he will
probably teach high school alfter
graduation. While here, however,
Mike wants to concentrate on hockey, Onie's, and getting to knowmore people on campus.
Mike Shu
-'
a
freshman
from
Kawlopn
Mi-ke,
,
Hong Kong, was first interested in
Colby by his father , who spent several years doing graduate work in
New England.
. Coming from half Way around the
world, life here is an everyday series of new experiences for Mike ; he
likes the atmosphere at Colby and
thinks the people , are ' more, friendly
here than in Hong Kong.
A prospective math major , Mik e
is interested in philosophy, cricket
and "oogling." His plans after graduation are firs t to go back to Hong
Kong and then to get married.
.Naturally there are several things
which Mike feels he could do without : 1. cold weather , 2. great expenses. Mike also has little use for

By Nick Hadgis
At long last Mayflower Hill was
graced with the refreshing sound
of jazz. The Saturday night performance of Oct. 10 at the Wadsworth Fieldhouse marked one of the
most dynamic evenings of entertainment that Colby h as seen.
Some of America's finest jazz
talent provided ' an evening o'f diverse and interesting music for an
enthu siastic audience. Max Roach
lived up to bis reputation as one
of jazz 's greatest drummers with
extraordinary mastery of an imaginative and powerful technique. He
tastefully superimposed
various
counterhythms over a basic beat
providing a dynamic rhy thmic unity
to the many-faceted "Freedom Now
Suite." Abbey Lincoln demonstrated
her fantastic capacity for vocal
song interpretation and projection ,
adding greatly to the emotional and
thematic concepts of the suite.
Roach's combo , consisting of Clifford Jordan on the tenor sax , Ronnie Mathews on piano, and Eddie

Khan on bass, performed tasteful
solos with precision , placing the entire performance of the suite on
the level of truly great jazz,.
Bobby
Hackett
provided
a
marked contrast to the . modern
"Freedom Now Suite" with 'his performance of Dixieland favorites.
Hackett demonstrated his smooth,
n-'ellow playing on the trumpet , giving a pleasant performance for the
more conservative members of the
audience. His combo is also to he
commended for its ahle handling of
the traditional Dixieland material.

Students who need the tutoring
services provided by Stu-G are re-nincte-l to nmke arran gements In
the office outside tlie cubicles from
7:00 to 7 :30 p .m. or to leave their
names at trie main desk of the library.

FLU CLINIC
Tuesday, October 20 from 9-11:30
a.m. and from 1-3 :30 p.m. Clinic
American politics,
open to students , faculty and perDespite these difficulties, Mik e
sonnel for a charge of $i;oo. Parreally enjoys Colby and feels that
ental permission required if under
the nest four years will be a great
21 years of age.
opportunity to learn about people .
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Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend ?
For .The Game?

Gregory Nelson

Greg, th e tall attr active blond
type , is actually a citizen • of the
United States. He lived here until
the age o'f four , th en m oved to
Switzerland with his mother and
father. His father works for Dupont. Greg has also lived in England.
Greg is undecided , as are many
fr eshm en , about his major, He
thinks , however, that he 'd lik e to
go int o bu sin ess administr ation , At
present ho is an ItOTG cadet and a
member o'f tho soccer team , Grog
also ha s nn avid int eres t in skiin g
and looks forward to racing,
G rog chose Colby 'because ho w-as
looking for a small co-ed liberal arts
college. Tlio United States was the
most logical place , n ot onl y because
ho is a citiz en , but also because he
wants to work in this country upon
completing his education , and it is
easier to fnd n jo b in this country
if you go to sohqol here also. Now
England interested him because he
had relatives here , and also because
it seemed like a pleasant place to
got education .
Alth ou gh the system of education
in the United States is different
from that ,in Europe , Grog seems
to ho 'adjusting to the differences
woll.
Mlko Self
Mike , a tall , good-looking frosh
man from Poterboro , Canada , prom
isos to carry on the Canadian tra

Dynamic Jazz Performance
Enthusiastically Received

See
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"COOKIE" MICHAEL
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterp iece of
design , reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

DINER

M ain Street

Waterville, Maine
WHERE QUALITY ,
SERVICE AND
CLEAN yWESS PREVAIL.

Open Day and Night ;
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The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
J Brngarngggmmmfn
Hffl gH^l^nHnw K eepsake Jeweler's
store. Find
yellow pages
under
HH^g^^nHH him in the
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Please send new 20-page booklet,"How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-paee
full color 'fo'lder> ' both' for only 25f Also,send .
special offer of beautiful 44-paga Bride's Book.
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Four Dates Given
For Teachers'
Examinations

to
College ' seniors preparing^
teach
schoo.1 may take the National Teacher Examinations . on four different
test dates this year instead o'f one,
Educational Testing Service announced .
NeV/ dates set for the testing of
prospective teachers are ^December
12, 19S4 ; and March 20, July 17,
and October 2, 1965. The tests will
he given, at more than 550 locations

..
.

...

the professional and general preparation of teachers, and one .o'f thirteen Teaching Area- Examinations
(formerly called Optional Examinations) which measure mastery of the
subject they, expect to fcea<3_ .
Prospective teachers should contact the school systems in which
they seek employment, or their colleges, for specific advice on which
examinations to take and on whiclj
dates they should be taken.
A Bulletin of Information containing registration forms , lists of
test centers , and information about ,
the examinations may be obtained
from -college placement officers ,
s(ohool personnel departments , or
directly from National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing
;{ Service, Princeton , New Jersey
08540.
Colby students should see Prof.
Norman Smith in Lovejoy 308 for
' ' furth er informatio n .

in the 50 states, ETS said.
.
Scores on the National Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts for employment of new teachers and by several
states for certification or licensing
o'f teachers. Some colleges require all
seniors preparing to teach 'to take,
the examination.
Lists of school systems -which use
the examination results are distributed to colleges by ETS, a nonprofit,
educational organization
¦
which prepares and administers- the
examinations.
Oh each, full day of testing, prospective teaechers may take the common Examinations, which measur e
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SCOTTY'S PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY
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In Waterville Across From

;

Chez Pareo

i

TR 3-437?

Free Delivery For 8 Ordsrs
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or More
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IF A Harvest Dance
Begins Camp us Chest

To kick off its annual Campus Chest Drive , In ter-Faith Association is sponsorin g a unique treat for the campus — a Harvest Dance

to take place on Friday, October 30 , the night before Halloween., from
9 p.m. t o 1 l a.m . il* Runnals Union. All kinds of danceable music

will be played to appeal to all musical tastes.
Because the dance will not begin
until 9 p.m. Women' s Stud ent
League will issue I 'am permissions
to the women's side of campus.
It was decided that the time had
come for Colby recognize the spirit
of Halloween in a meaningful way
and what better way than ah old
fashioned Harvest dance. All attending will be given an opportu-

STU-G REPORTS
(Continued from Page Two)
eral Assembly was Tmaniinously
passed.
2. The request for a loan of $1000
to I.F.C 'for Homecoming expenses
was unanimously passed.
There being no further business ,
the meeting was adjourned at 9 :30
p.m.
-Respectfully submitted,
Diane Mattison , Secretary

NEW 19&5 RAMBLER
Col b y Sp ecial

Only In Rambler Do You. Get These Extra
Values at No Extra Cost
v

Miles or 24 Month New Gar Warranty
32 ,000 Mile . Chasis Lube.
Outstandin g Fuel Economy
Directional Signals
Advanced Unit Construction
Self Adj . brakes , bonded Linings
Curved Glass Side Windows
Double Safety Brake System
Deep Dip Rust proofing
Electronic Alte rnator
Luster-Guard Acrylic Enamel
,
Automatic Choke
Ceramic Armored Exhaust System
.
Heate r
Front Seat Belts
Directional Signals
Coi l Spri ng Seat Construction
Blue, Green Instrument Lights
Full Flow En gine Oil Filter
Foam Cushion Front 'Seat Pad Fresh Air Vent System
4,000 Mile Engine Oil Chan ge
24 ,000
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Due to the alarmin g increase in
the number of serious traffic offenses this year , the Men 's Judiciary Board wishes to announce that
all future serious traffic violations
will result in heavy fines and /or
the loss of student drivin g privileges.

$1 -60.00

Plus Sales Tax — Delivered

IMP ERIAL MOTORS

*

171 College Ave., Waterville
.

Tel. TR 3-4229
-_.

nity to revert to childhood , hob
for apples, wear masks and indulge
in any other eccentric behavior appropriate to the season.
Campus Chest, whi ch will r eceive
the proceeds of this , dance, is the
Colby campus organization, und er
the auspices of IFA, which coordinates fund-raising activities for the
World University Service. WTJIS is
a voluntary international associati on of st u d ents and , pr of essors in
more than (30 countries working
f ox the material and int ellectu al
advancement of the world university
community. Each year $ie organization
administers
programmes
throughout the Continents worth
over $2,300,000. The core of this is
the central international program
consisting of mutual assistance projects in the fields of student health,
stud ent lodg ing an'd living, education al activiti es and f aciliti es, and
individual
and
emergency aid.
Through WTJS , ba sic needs of all
kinds of instituti ons of hi gher learning are answered — especially via
new self-help techniques in underr
developed controes .
This summer , David Hatch 65
'worked in Peru as a. member , of a
"WUS. j nutual assistance program,
rebuilding an isolated university
campus in the Andes. Thus, as well
as contributing money, stud ent s
have the oppor_.ui-.ity to participate
directly in WUS Activities.
Plan now to attend Colby's fir st
annual ^ Harvest Dance on October
3Q and help a most worthy cause at
the same time.
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LaVERDIERE' S
Hair Fashions
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AMERICA'S FINEST JEANS . Since 1850
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE

STYLES

51 Main Str eet
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Gina Lollobri gida
Sean C onner y
In

"WOMAN OF STRAW "
and

66 College Avenue

•

(Next to the Jeff)
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HOTEL CASS1N I
'

Waterville
Maine
Char ge Accounts
Quality Footwear For 10? Years

C o l l e g e Coed
Elm Plaza
Maine
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B0ST0NIANS - BASS
PF TENNIS

CITATION

Open Weekdays and most Even ings for Your Convenience

Designed for the
Phone 873-4803
Waterviik

¦

DAILY CO LBY SPECIAL
Servin g 5-8 P.M.

Specializing in
ITALIAN & AM $R.CUISINE y .
TRY OUR BAKED LASAG&A

i

H enr y Fonda
Cliff Robertson
Eclio Adams
A iin Southern
"THE BEST MAN"

'
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HONEYMOON HOTEL
with

Mar y Kwan
-. and •,
LOOKING FOR COVE
. ¦ With
Connie Francis
1
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• Bull & Pen ——~—
Late Sp ringf ie ld Pass Denies
With Shin Splints,
Mules Of Firs t Victory, 2048 Wind Soritits SlWin:s
»¦' '

by Richard Lewis
*.
"We've shown fine improvement since the Tufts game, but we've got a long way to go before we >..-,-,->__ .¦.-. _. -._..., _..,.«,..
BY DEREK SCHUSTER ¦''" ¦"""
become a top-notch, squad ," said varsity coach .John Simpson in reviewing last Saturday's disappointing AT FIRST GI/ANCE THEY may look like
two dozen refugees from a
¦
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20-1fi loss tn SnrinefiftM.
Ben Casey rehearsal, all wrapped up, swathed in ace bandages and tape
Coach Simpson pointed out that
and laid on a soccer, field. Oh, they may grunt and groan when taskmaster
although Colby was a distinct thirJohn
"Winkin sends them j ogging around the campus an dabsolutely howl
teen point underdog and started a
at the thought- of doing their daily wind sprints ; but this year's Colby
team , consisting df seven sophomores and four juniors , the Mules
soccer team may have something in common with their 1963 counterparts :
had a major upset almost completonly an opening shutout loss to 'Springfield seems destined to mar an un
ed until the clock showed 23 sec'
defeated season.
onds left. At this time, Springfield
quarterback, Dave Bennett; ' having
• The Mules' first several practices this year proceeded to the rhythmic
gained possession of the ball by a
snapping of hamstring muscles and splinting df shins with an occasionalColby fumble, passed to end Barry
sneeze or cough supplying the downbeat. It seems in retrospect a great
"Weikel for a touchdown, thus upshame that the hooters were not in peak physical condition f or their inirooting an 28-14 Colhy lead.
From the start , the game was a
tial encounter; as their four more recent outings have been vastly more
see-saw . battle all the vway. After
'
successful. : .- . . .-- ¦ •: 7;. Springfield took a 7-0 lead in the
first period , Colby came right back
,: PERHAPS IT ' CAN'T BE SAID that the- soccermen 's 4-1 victory over
with a Bill Loveday touchdown pass
mediocre Brand eis , Idst (Friday was exactly tonic for coach John Winkin 's
to end Oeorge Kay that was good
annual autumn case of high blood pressure. But the game was to prove
for thirty yards. Springfield quick- TRIPLE THREAT '— ¦Colby fullb ack
' Bob Kimball is surrounded by
ly followed with another score and Sp ringfield tacklers on all sides as he picks' up' a healthy gain
' the only to be a humble prelude to the neict day 's 3-1 conquest o'f Boston'
on
University.
had a 14-6 half time lead.
ground. The Mules suffere d their fourth straig ht loss,.20-18.
The second half was , an' entirely
Against the Judges of Brandeis Colby 's greatest blessing was that it fell
different story, Whereas the Colby first two quarters , -.the Mules im- maxed with Loveday hitting Herb
a
goal behind in the early going; This forced the home team to consume
o'ffense bad not really jelled in the mediately began a drive that cli- O'Neill with a "three yard toss in
some of the enthusiasm and hustle that it . had stored up for Saturday's
Jthe end zone.
The Colby eleven, still down 14-12, clash. Against greater opposition than-Brandeis offered'though the Mules
then had Pete Wagner pick off a might - well have been upset. The .'Bine defense gambled and lost on many
Springfield aerial on the Gymnasts
occasions, failed to work together on others, the trapping was often poor,
own fortyrone yard line and race to
at
other times non-existent, the ' attack was unilateral and not. highly imthe twenty-two. Moments later
.Loveday came through again , this aginative, and there were numerous infractions called on the Mules.
time with a pass that took Jim
BUT WITH ALL THESE IMPERT'ECTIONS and (missed opportunities
Lambert to the two. Fullback Bob
Kimball then went over for the there were still solid' scoring thrusts by goal scorers captain Dave Kelley
¦¦
scores
.
.
(2), Abou Sylla, and Rick Zimmerman while halfback Tim Hill and goalie
Loveday and Kimball were select- Brad Coady were particularly effective on defense . I
ed by Coach Simpson as having done
outstanding jobs. Loveday complet- As Boston University had topped the Judges by the same three-goal
ed 11 o'f 20 passes for 187 yards margin that Colby had, the S^ulerTerrier meeting was rated as a tossup in
and two touchdowns. Kimball had
some circles. But the booters were able to take a shaky 2-1 lead right down
"his finest day as a Mule" as Hie
carried 17 times for 80 yards, aver- to the final moments as Sylla and Zimmerman, who were both bobbled,
aging 4.7 yards ' per run. O'Neill, scored on a double rebound and an Al Post cross respectively. The Mules
who suited for his first game of the had as usual spotted the opposition one charity goal, a first period penalty
season , caught five passes, includ- shot. Though the Terriers did not have many strong scoring opportunities
ing the TD.
thereafter, the final result waJs. very much in doubt until Colby's dependSimpson also recognized the adSAVE BY A SHING UARD? — Brandeis ca m e mighty close to scor- mirable blocking and running per- able, strong-footed center halfback Terry Eagle belted a 25-yard free kick
ing last Friday when with Mule goalie Brad Coad y having made the formed by Jack Desmond , who filled into the upper left corner of the B.U. net near the end of the game.
initial stop, the ball rested precariousl y close to the goal line. J ust as in for the injured Dick 'Gilmore and
TO BE SURE, COLBY'S VARSITY booters have outstanding ability
the ball seemed about to penetrate the nets, a loose white shinguard the defensive play of Kim Miller.
with
the likes of Kelley, Zimmerman, Eagle, and Bucky Smith ; but many
Colby Springfield
mysteriously stopped its progress. Seconds later the ball was cleared
Total yardage
339
241
bf the other starters, notably Hill , Coady, Charlie McLennan , and Bill
by fullback Mac Donaldson . Colby beat the J udges, 4-1 ,
Yards rusihing 123
194
Walker have progressed rapidly through hard work, enthusiasm , and sage
Yards passing .216
. 147
coaching. There is also a strong second line in the persons of Arnie RepetFirst downs
17
14
Passes
13-22
543 to) Brian Schacter , Bob Lewis, Fran . Einizio, and Dave Watterson j and
Punts
5-32.6 5-29.fi coach Winkin never hesitates to substitute seven or eight players at a
Fumbles lost
3
0
time. With the injured Sylla and Zimmerman' not expected' to perform at
¦ Passes int. by
Yards on Passes ¦' Yards on .
1
0
high gear against Norwich tomorrow, this depth may be crucial .
" 5-57
Carries Rushing Caught Passes . Points Penalties
6.50
The crux of soccer, by its vory . nature, at least' on the American colAube, Richard '
30
106
2
;27
6
legiate level, will always be desire. -Fortunately, together with their abiliBlumenthal , Peter
—
—
2
34
—
ty, and light-hearted but determined manner, the soccermen possess this
Cool-son, John
—
—
7
90
—
mark
of champion's. And these three attributes may well take them as far
Desmond, Jack
7
31
3
26
—
, '
as they did last year,
Gilmqre, .Richard

Colby Sport s Statistics
Offens ive Football Figures

21
7
—
26
15
7

Halvorson , Brett
Kay, George
Kimball , Robert
Lambert, Jam es
Loveday, William
MiJJ er, Kim
O'Neill , Herb
Osteridorf , Karl
'
Radley, Timothy
Ross, Gary
¦'

15

—
-11
—

7
—
1
—
10 :
—
—
,3
'1
—
3

PASSING

Yards
Attempts Completions Gained
. 27
62
489
'
, 12
' 29
178

Loveday
Miller

SOCCER SCORING
n
Stfile
WVHI0

.1

61
18
—
107
42
18
0
—'
—
2
—,

A -tot.

_T» _F«J «>.

_S_c

¦ »-II

Davo Kolfoy
2
7
'5
RIok Zimmerman 3
4
7
Ab ou Sylla
6
0
8
Terry Eagle
»
1 5
Al ( Post
2
1 3
Chart.o MoLonnan 0 .
2
2
Arnio Repot to
0 ,; 2
2
Larry Bailey
o
1
1
GOALTENDING
Games Goals Savos
Brad
Goody
s
7 „ •• 85
¦
¦•

!•¦

.

¦

:li ' l-

81
—
30
—
180
——
4$
4
—•
54

GRIDMEN VIE
WITH TRINITY

—
—
It'll be a case o'f one winless team
6
meeting another here tomorrow a-s
-;l . 6
Trinity (0-4) clashes with our Jlules
i 24
(likewise (0-4), . . But this.doesn't
—
necessarily mean that the brand o _
—
football will bo third rate , p.s both
' :. , 6 teams havo nearly pulled out' vic. ¦ '"!. . ¦ tories and seem ; i about to; ' I reach,
their peak , . . The Bantams, have
—
dropped close decisions to Tufys an'd
j , l ^-'
Bates
. . . Look for Trinity to line
ii ;
•" up on almost every play in a pre-

set offense, then shift into one of a
ii-ter. variety oT formations ! featuring
split and tight ends, slotbaoks. and
%
wmgbaoks . . . With oaptain and
5
quarterback Kavinsky nursing , a
broken ankle,' an inexperienced reINTRAFRATE RNITY FOOTBALL placement didn 't throw much Inst
woeky but the Bantams picked up
DV 26 Doko 0
over' 200 'yards on the ground . .- ¦.
KDR 12 LCA 8 (overtime)
Trinity as made up mostly of sophoDeko 1 A DP 0 (forfeit)
mores with a sprinkling _ .f sonioi's,
Zote 19 Indies 0
most of whom
play,both offense and
L EADING SCORERS
¦'."¦ . . Tho' strength ¦o'f the
deforce
'
¦
; Toiny Hytl e ,|(0U) . '.] • .
"y 1 Hist *
|t.antjj «h.8 is surely1,'thei-! do'fensb and
! i ' . | ' l9
Sal Manfort o (LCA); .
the ; I Irtutqomo ' iiom^vrow jywill' l ;suroly
Harry Kowa l (TOP)
M' .-.' rest ' .on Colby 's ability til move tlio
Connie /Nolson (boko)
13 ball . .' Wo -will break policy this
•
Erlo Spftzor <DU)
13 week i arid ) flatly predict a two•n .

.

TD
4
2

ll ,ii ' H' .' p ' ; ' I. . .i

.1

¦'. ;

ill

11

touoHdowniviotory ' for ' tho Mules. >

.

¦
¦

. ..
.

*

*

*

*

MANY EYEBROWS WERE RAISED in the soccer game against Brandeis last Friday as coach : Wmkin yelled across the field, "Finizio , you 're
garbage 1" It should be mentioned that, translated from ;Winkinese to Eng'

Continued on Page Nino

'

Athlete of i tHe We&c

s Whether in ruthless slaughter at

the hands off Tufts or squeaky defeat
by Springfield , ' Colby quarterback
BIXL LOVEDAY has truly excelled
on the past two (Saturdays. The
Q' 3", 185-pound sophomore's fine
passing show- against tho Maroons
earns him selection as Colby 's second Atblote ,o'- the Week. Tlio
Swampscobt , Mass. native, adeptly picking out his receiver's completed 11 out of 20 passes for 182
yards; Loveday also throw 30i and
S-yar 'd touchdown stri kes .to George
Kay arid Horb O'NoilJ. Thougii tho §
| ;p
| 7|
Mules still seek thoir first victory, ; 7 ,y 7 ! 'y ' ¦ ¦.\' :-) \ l !' ',' y ..
¦
y.yff
lLL^LOViEDAY;y \:
thoy s6bm in. thoi process ito have
<>oi
;
found a stVoligfqu^rterbaokiy uu (?(Mti\-l0tj Q.Wflf^^Y^»a*?A;-jrTO-Une?

BULL & PEN
Continued from Page Eight,
lish , this exclamation is no insult. It merely means , "play center fonvard,
¦
•
(Fran) Finizio. "
.
#
#
•*
*
tournament
Bob Lewis and
IN rmS FALL'S MEN'S DOUBLES tennis
Tom Hyde paired to take the championship. But the Hyde-Lewis comhination hardly breezed through the finals as they barely slipped past TRick
Barrie-Fred Hopengarten, two members Of' last year's freshman team , 4-6,
7-5, 8-6. Still remaining in the singles tournament are junior Jeff Morse,
sophomore Nick Jansen, and freshman J eff Strout. By mutual consent
varsity lettermen were excluded from participa t ing in the competition.

' \
^k

good catch
LEi __? IH-fa w

^yff&!p&.

FUN ON J OHNSON POND — Colby outing club member Steve J ohnson shows that the Mayflower
Hill pond was appropriatel y named as he and part ner Todger Anderson upset the applecart on Pete
Anderson (crying far help) and Rollie Connors in a jo usting episode. A CBS camera crew was on the
scene all the way f r o m Hollywood to shoot film clips f o r a Feb ruary show on the State of Maine. It
:
will be carrie d over 52 stations.

Outing Club Celebrates 50th

Truly A Golden Anniversary
by J ohn Neufiurger
In the fall bf 1913 Hobie G. Pry,/
then a member o'f the Board of
Trustees . of Colby, proposed to the
Board the estaiblishment of an outing club modeled after the one at
Dartmouth College, the first -and
best known o'f , siich elubs. The ' matter was taken to the student body,
and following a canvas by correspondence and a meeting of those interested, the Colby . College Outing
Club was organized and a constitution adopted on February 26, 1914.
The original membership was thirteen. Outing trips, /were talcen on
Saturdays to Oakland , Fort Halifax, Shawm/at, and Benton and
nearby manufacturing plants when
the weather was nob favorable.

!
_

___

1 * 1

J

Grou ps

Special! Interest

Since this humble beginning fifty
years ago Outing Club membership
has increased nearly thirty fold
while activities have expanded also.
OJf the numerous activities throughout the year the prize one is the
Mount Katahdin Trip . which this
year took place oil September 2527. The increased poivulavity in this
trip can bo seen by a comparison o'f
the number who went on the fi rst
and on the most recent : only 25
adventurous hikers ' climbed Mount

Katahdin while 83 went last year.
In addition to the mai nbody o'f the
Outing Club there are these "special interest" organizations : the
Pacht Council, the Ski Council, and
the Woodsmen Council.
-The -..-.Yacht . Council > 'owhs,- and
maintains' a modest fleet of four
Tech ' dingies at the Outing Club
Lodge and boat house on the largest
df the-Belgrade Lakes. The Council
has done increasingly well ia New
England Sailing Association meets.
IntTa-club meets and just fun sailing have characterized past years.
The Ski Council is primarily concerned with the training of and operation of the Ski Patrol at the Colby Ski Slope. The Ski Patrol members are required to take a first
aid course, but are paid $1.50 per
hour and receive fre etow tickets.
The Ski Council also sponsors trips
to nearby areas such as Sugarloaf,
Saddleback, and Farmington. The
Ski Council also supports the girls'
ski team and sponsors inter-fraternity 'ski meets at the Colby slope.
Woodsmen 's Team Sent
The Woodsmen's Council maintains a seventeen-mile section of the
Appalachian Trail across the Barron Chairbaclc Range near Monson,
Maine. The Council has also been a

AMERICA'S FINEST JEANS •' Since 1850

W e will NEVER be

UNDERSOL D on LEVI'S
WHITE LEVI'S
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. ..

$3-98
CM (Jfl
W&V

LOWER your book costs and RAISE
' . your Grades.

STRETCH LEVI'S
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\Q% OFF ALL Book Rates On
Parent Weekend - Oct. 16 & 17
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top contender in the inter-collegiate
Woodsmen's Meet during the last
few years. Last spring the Woodsmen's Council sent a delegation of
fi ft een .competitors, seven girls , and
faculty members to West Point.
The "A" ._ team . placed fourth behind two Paul Smith Forester teams
and a Nichols Forestry School team.
A similar meet is sponsored at the
inter-fraternity level, during Homecoming Weekend next week. Snow
permitting, the Council hopes to repeat its sixty-mile snowshoe jaunt
over Maine wilderness this winter.
The Outing Club is run by a group
of interested students who are elected on the basis of participation )in
Outing Club activities . This body,
known as the Katahdin Council ,
elects eight members from each
freshman class to help lead trips
and tend to administrative details
such as publicity, newsletters , and
equipment. This year's president is
Marty Dodge.

Freshman Soccer
Team Beats Cubs
On Rain y Bay, 1-8

Led by Greg Nelson and Issa
Karsheh , the Colby freshman soccer
squad squeaked tp a 1-0 victory oyer
Bowdoin 's f rosh at the loser 's field.
Neither club dominated tlie play,
tho outcome) being in doubt till thc.
;
final gun.
Karsheh , center forward ,' . booted
in the lone goal of the game early
in tlio third quarter, With masterful
maneuvering, ho evaded tho Bowdoin defense to score. From twen ty
feet out, ho blasted a low line drive
into tKo lower right-hand corner of
tho not, which eluded the Polar
Club goalie,
Playing stout-hearted defensive
ball , the1 Baby Mules repulsed each
Bowdoin thrust, Conte'r 'halfback
Nolson , did' a particularl y noteworth
job , Tho goaltonding <of Kent Francis gave the homo teamonno openings.
ng
the rainICoep^ . his footing
Hoakod turf , Francis was tit his best
stepping . a Bowdoin penalty shot
from ' oloso-in.
•Next Wodnes'day, ,the Colby Prosit
take on Hobroh Academy at homo
in " rmofrfc . of thoir third victory iki
, u.- i !•?, ¦ ¦-»?.;' p. . • .. - i •| . i ; ..Vl&Vi' i , ; , , h . -, —: ,.•... — , • " -• il .
four outings.
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